INCREASE YOUR COMPLIANCE KNOWLEDGE & GROW YOUR PROFESSIONAL NETWORK

2017 TCI USER CONFERENCE
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
AUGUST 22-23, 2017
LEAVE WITH MORE THAN A TOTE BAG

This August, join us for a conference designed to spark ideas, increase your skills, and give you one-on-one access to subject-matter experts.

The 2017 User Conference is two days of networking opportunities with a forward-thinking community dedicated to changing the way compliance tasks are managed. You’ll leave the conference knowing so much more than when you arrived!

“THERE WAS A GREAT MIX OF CLASSES TO CHOOSE FROM, AND THE PRESENTERS WERE EXCELLENT. I AM ALREADY LOOKING FORWARD TO NEXT YEAR.”

- K. JOYCE, KPMG LLP
WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

- Professionals interested in networking with industry peers
- Users wanting advanced proficiency with compliance software
- Anyone trying to find more efficiencies
- Organizations looking to reduce compliance risk
- Managers seeking best practices
- Executives scouting for the latest industry trends
- Individuals wanting more professional development

98% OF PAST ATTENDEES SAID THEY WOULD RECOMMEND THE USER CONFERENCE TO A COLLEAGUE OR FRIEND.

“THE TCI STAFF IS BEYOND ANY OTHER ORGANIZATION WE HAVE RELATIONS WITH. I FEEL WE’RE ON A FIRST NAME BASIS AND THAT MY COMPANY IS REMEMBERED AND IMPORTANT TO THEM.”

- K. KENNEDY, BASS PRO INC.
**EDUCATION OF THE HIGHEST CALIBER**

Continuing professional education, or CPE for short, is required on an annual basis for certain individuals to maintain their professional knowledge and stay apprised of changes to the disciplines they work in.

Even if you don’t need credits, attending CPE-eligible sessions is a guarantee that the quality of education you’re receiving is of the highest caliber.

**CERTIFIED EDUCATORS**

- TCI trainers are Talent Development (TD) certified
- TCI support and consulting staff are Technology Services Industry Association (TSIA) certified
- Sessions are led by subject matter experts
- All 55 classes are CPE eligible

“TCI STAFF IS FANTASTIC. THEY ARE WARM AND WELCOMING AND PROVIDE GREAT TRAININGS.”

- T. RUSSELL, AVANGRID RENEWABLES LLC
"ALWAYS A FUN LEARNING ENVIRONMENT. THE TEAM ACTIVITIES AND EVENING ACTIVITIES DURING THE CONFERENCE WERE GREAT. THE WORKSHOP TOPICS WERE EXCELLENT!"

- L. LIGGETT, JP MORGAN CHASE

"THE POWER IN FACE-TO-FACE MEETINGS COMES FROM HUMAN CONNECTIONS. "WATER COOLER CONVERSATIONS" ARE NEVER LISTED ON AN AGENDA, BUT WHEN A FEW PEOPLE START DISCUSSING TOPICS ON A MORE PERSONAL LEVEL, THE SUCCESS OF THE CONFERENCE TO THOSE INVOLVED BECOMES EVIDENT."

- N. KIM, AMAZON CORPORATE LLC

"YOU WILL LEARN THINGS THAT YOU DIDN'T KNOW; IT'S INTERESTING TO HEAR ABOUT OTHER COMPANIES' EXPERIENCES."

- N. KIM, AMAZON CORPORATE LLC

People mistakenly believe that the days of meetings are over because they can access information from over the internet, but frankly, meetings are now more important than ever.
Since 2011 we’ve hosted attendees from 124 industries

In 2016, our attendees said

Overall satisfaction with the conference: 97%
Would recommend the conference to a colleague: 98%
Extremely happy with the educational content: 93%

Industries commonly represented at the user conference:

- Retail
- Healthcare
- Oil and gas
- Real estate
- Business services
- Distributors
- Telecommunications
- Grocery
- Restaurant
- Construction
- Manufacturing
- Leasing
- Utility
- And many more

“I think there is something for everyone at the conference, whether you’re experienced and attending the intermediate and advanced sessions or new and attending the basic sessions.”

- K. Schmidt, ECS Financial Services

Work on sample data sets
Experiment without risk
Test new ideas

tciuserconference.com
My favorite thing was attending the sessions with the TCI instructors. I learned so much in the hands-on sessions...the staff are so accessible and approachable!

- K. Yott, Ryan LLC
Conference goers are assigned to teams that compete head-to-head for points and prizes. Individuals earn points for their team during educational sessions by actively participating in the classroom learning objectives.

The gamification of learning has been shown to increase learning retention as people tend to better internalize the content they’re presented and relate to it at a deeper level.

Teams compete throughout the conference, building up to the closing session where conference education, trivia, and physical challenges decide the winners. Winning teams receive prizes and bragging rights!

“I ENJOY THAT THERE ARE SO MANY FUN ACTIVITIES TO DO. YOU DON’T FEEL LIKE YOU’RE AT A BUSINESS CONFERENCE.”

- A. DOTY, RAYMOND LEASING CORPORATION

tciuserconference.com
MORE HEADS ARE BETTER THAN ONE

THE POWER OF NETWORKING

Conferences connect you to other professionals who may be going through similar growing pains. Swapping email addresses and expanding your network builds your human capital and adds to your company’s reach.

“THE CONFERENCE BRINGS TOGETHER...PEOPLE THAT ARE AT REASONABLY EQUAL LEVELS IN THEIR POSITIONS. THIS CREATES A CLIMATE WHERE INTERACTION IS FRIENDLY AND MEANINGFUL.”

—R. SCHLABACH, PROPERTY TAX ALLIANCE INC.
A NEW LOCATION

Since 1995, we’ve hosted the User Conference on our home turf in San Diego. We decided it was time to make a change. Here’s why...

• Las Vegas is more centrally located
• Transportation and lodging are much less expensive
• A trip to Las Vegas is much more affordable than San Diego
• Broadway-caliber events and attractions surround the conference venue

“THERE IS A LOT OF LEARNING AND A LOT OF FUN. LOVE THE TCI STAFF! GREAT PEOPLE TO WORK WITH.”
- D. WILLIAMS, STAPLES INC.

“I ENJOYED BUILDING BRIDGES. I LOOK FORWARD TO THE RELATIONSHIPS THAT WILL BLOSSOM AS A RESULT.”
- K. KENNEDY, COX COMMUNICATIONS INC.
ExxonMobil Corp.

T. Sciarillo,

"This is an excellent way to learn about the new things being added to the software as well as things you didn’t know about the software that might benefit individual coworkers or your entire work organization." - T. Sciarillo, ExxonMobil Corp.

Convince Your Boss
Do You Need To Secure Manager Approval?

Your Pitch Kit

I believe this conference would help us save time and money by enhancing our proficiency and improving our processes – including (insert pain points you’re hoping to address). The conference provides other opportunities that would benefit our team, such as:

• Attending customer-led case studies to get an in-depth look at ways other companies have improved their processes.
• Meeting one-on-one with TCI staff members to discuss our business issues.
• Exchanging ideas with peers during roundtable discussions, sessions, and events.
• Learning new system features and receiving hands-on instruction on how to implement them.
• Getting updates from consultants as well as state and local government officials.

I’ve broken down the approximate cost based on sending one person, but if we send three or more people, we receive an additional discount.

Attending the TCI User Conference will help us make tangible improvements we can implement immediately; your approval would be greatly appreciated.

Get the Full Pitch Kit

TCIuserconference.com
2017 TCI USER CONFERENCE
THE COSMOPOLITAN OF LAS VEGAS
AUGUST 22-23, 2017

REGISTER NOW!

tciuserconference.com
traininginfo@taxcomp.com

“THE ENTIRE EXPERIENCE WAS AMAZING. VERY INFORMATIVE AND UPLIFTING.”
- D. LOUIE, DUCHARME, MCMILLEN & ASSOCIATES INC.